GRACE CHARITY IN GERMANY
c/o Dr. Jens Diedrich
31st May 2011
REPORTING FOR SOME PERFORMANCE OF THE PROJECTS DONE AND SOME
PROJECTS TO BE DONE.
Dear Dr. Jens
Dear alle members of Grace Charity.
I would like to write you about what we have done in some projects and what we will do for
planed projects.
CHICKEN PROJEKT
For the chicken project, the performance of this project is always going down just because of
the problem of marketing. Of course we tried to find another local market but it is not
working proper to compared with the market that we had before.
We have found a new market just nearby but we sold our chicken by credit then we didin´t get
the money up to now and we had a balance to pay to Bernhard because he bought us some
feeds for our chickens. As of now we can say that we have two markets but it is not reliable.
WATER HOLE
The first paart of our work has been done. Some people started drawing water from this hole.
Though it is not yet finished. We put everything but what is remaining is to buy rope and a
bail for drawing water and when we were putting on a cover we saw some problems that
needs a builder to finalise everything. Hopefully we will do this soon.
GOAT PROJECT
This is a very good schem project that peoples here at the farm recomended it. But the
problem is also with the people who got the goat at first because they dont show the truth. But
now the C.D.C. has put more effort in this projects they want to follow everybody who got the
goat and check at his on her home to see what is going on. We have already done Mzozodo
and we got a goat and we gave it to someone. Now we have already arranged some trips to
visit other two people who are having the goat hopefully we will manage to do everything
proper.
FOR THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIP
This project is recomended to everybody who is staying here in the community of Chipunga.
It is not only for the people from the community even the workers from the farm even if
someone is coming from other community especially he or she has a son or a daughter who is
schooling at Chipunga Primary School and she or he is really intelligent in class and having a
chance of selected to go to secondary then he or she will win this scholarship. I just received a
message from the parents of Fatsan our first scholarship winner that she is really doing good
at school. This is really interesting for us. Thee headmaster was told to communicate the idea
of Chipunga Scholarship to the district office in Nkata-Bay to make headway known.
The C.D.C and all workers are suprised about how the schilarship is going. Their suprised is
based on money (the budget). This year we used money for our budget to pay for Scholarship
fees. So what will happen for next year? And maybe next year we will have three lerners. Are

we also going to use money for our budget or maybe you will send us another money special
for scholarship as extra budget.
MATERIALS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL
The community has done some of the 25% contribution work like making the door buying the
lock and fixing it. For the baglar bar it is too expensive for then to buy. We bought the
materials and we are keeping them up at the house of M.D. so that wgen they need some they
should be writing us a request then we will be purchasing. With our views we see that the
problem for not purchasing all at once is that the door is not fixed according to our wish. To
secure our items proper it is better that we should keep them. Though many people were not
happy with our dission but some agreed with what we did.
Antonia has helped a lot on buying some other materials for Chipunga Primary School like
30 special notbooks, one pair of socks for each lerner (costing 20,000MK) rulers, rubber and
pencils. The money that she used to buy all these things comes from her mother from
Germany and her father and grandmother from Sweden. This is really great achievement for
Chipunga community as such.
Hope that you have already been informed by Maya about the meeting that we had on 18th
May 2011 at Chipunga Primary School. We discussed a lot of things, it was really a nice
meeting. She was also called in this meeting thus why she wrote the remarks of meeting
PRE-SCHOOL
Both Pre-schools are proper running. All the problems that we were facing are solved and the
committee for both Pre-schools will be ellected but from the compound the committee has
already been ellected. For the other Pre-school at the Primary school the committee will be
ellected on Thuesday next week, 7.06.2011.
The number of children is increasing week by week. Hope that next season we will have
maybe 100 lerners for both Pre-schools. As of now we have almost 54 lerners. For the teacher
we do not find any problems, maybe in future.

FOR THE NEW PLANED PROJECTS
OVEN PROJECT
We have observed this project to be one of our income generating activities. This project will
make us able to bring money in as part of income generating activity for everyday. With help
from Vincent we will be abele to manage this project. Vincent stayed in Bernhards house for
preparing some materials for makting this oven project. The materials that he prepared were:
welded drum and bricks force wire and some bags of cement. The 25% contribution from our
side is, that we have already organized bricks, soil and we will gather river sand for plastering
next week. I think for Vincent after finishing this project then he has assisted a lot the
community of Chipunga as well as workers of Bernhard here at the farm.
WATER SUPPLY FOR CHIPUNGA PRIMARY SCHOOL
After that meeting thet we had at the Primar School, we dissuced and we talked much
concering this project. I was able to answer more questions and we gave them an asignment
that they should meet and give us the feed back for their meeting. Indeed they wrote me what
they have discussed in their meeting, What they have agreed is that they need a bore-holewater not piped water. As I wrote you before that people thinking of having piped water, now
they come up with a conclusion that they need a drilled water. Hope that you´ve already got
the quotation from me for the drilled water.

GRACE TEACHERS
During your visit here in Malawi you also had discussion with one of Grace teacher with the
topic that I don´t know. Can you explian more to me about this issue? Why asking this
question is just because when we were in ameeting they asked me questions which Iwas not
able to answer. I was just answering that I don´t know.
Yours faithfully
Daniel Mthuti
Greet Thiona your daughter.

